We provide a necessary and sufficient condition on an element of a finite Coxeter group to ensure the transitivity of the Hurwitz action on its set of reduced decompositions into products of reflections. We show that this action is transitive if and only if the element is a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element. We call an element of the Coxeter group parabolic quasi-Coxeter element if it has a factorization into a product of reflections that generate a parabolic subgroup. We give an unusual definition of a parabolic subgroup that we show to be equivalent to the classical one for finite Coxeter groups.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the so-called dual approach to Coxeter groups. A dual Coxeter system is a Coxeter group together with a generating set consisting of all the reflections in the group, that is, the set of conjugates of all the elements of a simple system.
There are several motivations for studying dual Coxeter systems. They were introduced by Bessis [3] and independently by Brady and Watt [8, 10] . The dual Coxeter systems are crucial in the theory of dual braid monoids, which are alternative braid monoids embedding in the Artin-Tits group attached to a finite Coxeter group (that is, a spherical Artin-Tits group) and providing an alternative Garside structure of it. The latter allows a new presentation of the group and thereby for instance to get better solutions to the word problem in the spherical Artin-Tits groups (see [3, 5] ). Each dual braid monoid depends on a choice of a Coxeter element and its poset of simple elements ordered by left-divisibility is isomorphic to the generalized noncrossing partition lattice with respect to that Coxeter element (see [3] ).
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Bessis [4] later generalized these notions to complex reflections groups and their braid groups where the dual approach is natural. Indeed, there is in general no canonical choice of a simple system for a complex reflection group.
Having replaced the set of simple generators of a Coxeter group by the whole set of reflections in the Coxeter group (and in the Artin-Tits group), one needs to find new sets of relations between these new generators that define the respective groups. The idea is to take the so-called dual braid relations [3] . Unlike the classical braid relations, a dual braid relation can involve three generators and has the form ab D ca (or ba D ac), where a; b and c are reflections.
In the classical case Matsumoto's Lemma [30] allows one to pass from any reduced decomposition of an element to any other one by successive applications of braid relations. The same question can be asked for reduced decompositions with respect to the new set of generators, and can be studied using the so-called Hurwitz action on reduced decompositions.
Let us say a bit more on this action. Let G be an arbitrary group, n 2. There is an action of the braid group B n on n strands on G n where the standard generator i 2 B n which exchanges the i -th and .i C 1/-th strands acts as i .g 1 ; : : : ; g n / WD .g 1 ; : : : ; g i 1 ; g i g i C1 g 1 i ; g i ; g i C2 ; : : : ; g n /:
Notice that the product of the entries stays unchanged and that all the tuples in a given orbit generate the same subgroup of the Coxeter group. This action is called the Hurwitz action since it was first studied by Hurwitz in 1891 ( [23] ) in the case where G D S n . Two elements g; h 2 G n are called Hurwitz equivalent if there is a braidˇ2 B n such thatˇ g D h. It has been shown by Liberman and Teicher (see [29] ) that the question of whether two elements in G n are Hurwitz equivalent or not is undecidable in general. Nevertheless, there are results in many cases (see for instance [19] and [35] ). The Hurwitz action also plays a role in algebraic geometry, more precisely in the braid monodromy of a projective curve (e.g., see [11, 28] or [25] ).
In the case of finite Coxeter groups, the Hurwitz action can be restricted to the set of minimal length decompositions of a given fixed element w into products of reflections. Given a reduced decomposition .t 1 ; : : : ; t k / of w where t 1 ; : : : ; t k are reflections (that is, w D t 1 t k with k minimal), the generator i 2 B n then acts as i .t 1 ; : : : ; t k / WD .t 1 ; : : : ; t i 1 ; t i t i C1 t i ; t i ; t i C2 ; : : : ; t k /:
The right-hand side is again a reduced decomposition of w. In fact, we see that the braid group generator i acts on the i -th and .i C 1/-th entries by replacing .t i ; t i C1 / by .t i t i C1 t i ; t i / which corresponds exactly to a dual braid relation. Hence determining whether one can pass from any reduced decomposition of an element to any other just by applying a sequence of dual braid relations is equivalent to determining whether the Hurwitz action on the set of reduced decompositions of the element is transitive.
The transitivity of the Hurwitz action on the set of reduced decompositions has long been known to be true for a family of elements commonly called parabolic Coxeter elements (note that there are several inequivalent definitions of these in the literature). For more on the topic we refer to [2] , and the references therein, where a simple proof of the transitivity of the Hurwitz action was shown for (suitably defined) parabolic Coxeter elements in a (not necessarily finite) Coxeter group. See also [24] . The Hurwitz action in Coxeter groups has also been studied outside the context of parabolic Coxeter elements (see [22, 31, 37 ] -be aware that there are mistakes in [22] ).
The aim of this paper is to provide a necessary and sufficient condition on an element of a finite Coxeter group to ensure the transitivity of the Hurwitz action on its set of reduced decompositions. We call an element of a Coxeter group a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element if it admits a reduced decomposition which generates a parabolic subgroup. A quasi-Coxeter element is an element admitting a reduced decomposition which generates the whole Coxeter group.
The main result of this paper is the following characterization. The proof that being a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element is a necessary condition to ensure the transitivity of the Hurwitz action is uniform. The other direction is case-by-case. In the simply laced types we first prove Theorem 1.2 (see Theorem 6.1) and use it to prove the second direction of Theorem 1.1.
Another consequence of Theorem It is an open question whether this statement remains true if there is no finiteness assumption on W 0 .
The structure of the paper is as follows. We adopt the approach and terminology introduced in [2] (see Section 2) . In particular, we use an unusual definition of parabolic subgroup, which we show in Section 4 (after recalling some well-known facts on root systems in Section 3) to be equivalent to the classical definition for finite Coxeter groups and (as a consequence of results in [18] ) for a large family of irreducible infinite Coxeter groups, the so-called irreducible 2-spherical Coxeter groups. As a byproduct, we obtain some results on parabolic subgroups of finite Coxeter groups. In particular, we show the following: Proposition 1.4. Let .W; S/ be a finite Coxeter system and S 0 Â T such that .W; S 0 / is a simple system. Then the parabolic subgroups with respect to S coincide with those with respect to S 0 .
Given a root subsystemˆ0 of a given root systemˆ, we discuss in Section 5 the relationship between the corresponding Coxeter groups and root lattices, especially in the simply laced types. These results are needed later in Section 6. It is known for the Coxeter groups of type A n that all the elements are parabolic Coxeter elements in the sense of [2] . For types B n and I 2 .m/, the sets of parabolic Coxeter elements and parabolic quasi-Coxeter elements coincide as it is shown in Section 6. In particular, Theorem 1.1 is true for A n ; B n and I 2 .m/ as a consequence of [2] . For the other types it is in general false that parabolic quasi-Coxeter elements coincide with parabolic Coxeter elements. In Section 6 we also show: Theorem 1.5. Let w be a quasi-Coxeter element in a finite dual Coxeter system .W; T / of rank n and .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / 2 Red T .w/ such that W D ht 1 ; : : : ; t n i. Then the reflection subgroup W 0 WD ht 1 ; : : : ; t n 1 i is parabolic.
The proof of this theorem is uniform for the simply laced types, but case-by-case for the other ones. As a corollary we obtain a new characterization of the maximal parabolic subgroups of a finite dual Coxeter system (see Corollary 6.10). Moreover, it follows from Theorem 1.5 that an element is a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element if and only if it is a prefix of a quasi-Coxeter element (see Corollary 6.11). Theorem 1.5 allows us to argue by induction to prove the main theorem. For type D n we need to show that every two maximal parabolic subgroups intersect non-trivially provided that n 6 (see Section 7) which then allows us to conclude Theorem 1.1 by induction. For the types E 6 ; E 7 and E 8 we first check by computer that every reflection occurs in the Hurwitz orbit of every reduced decomposition of a quasi-Coxeter element, and then argue by induction. Theorem 1.1 is verified for types F 4 , H 3 and H 4 by computer. All this is done in Section 8.
A reflection subgroup W 0 is a subgroup of W generated by reflections. It is well known that .W 0 ; W 0 \ T / is again a dual Coxeter system (see [16] ). For w 2 W , a reduced T -decomposition of w is a shortest length decomposition of w into reflections, and we denote by Red T .w/ the set of all such reduced T -decompositions. When the context is clear, we drop the T and elements of Red T .w/ are referred to as reduced decompositions of w. The length of any element in Red T .w/ is called the reflection length (or absolute length) of w and we denote it by`T .w/. The absolute length function`T W W ! Z 0 can be used to define the absolute order Ä T on W as follows. For u; v 2 W :
The reflection subgroup generated by ¹s 1 ; : : : ; s m º is called a parabolic subgroup for .W; T / if there is a simple system S D ¹s 1 ; : : : ; s n º for .W; T / with m Ä n. Notice that this differs from the usual notion of a parabolic subgroup generated by a conjugate of a subset of a fixed simple system S (see [21, Section 1.10] ). However we prove in Section 4 the equivalence of the definitions for finite Coxeter groups.
Coxeter and quasi-Coxeter elements
We now define (parabolic) Coxeter elements and (parabolic) quasi-Coxeter elements. The second item of the definition below is borrowed from [2] . The third one is a generalization of Voigt's original definition in [37] , see also Remark 2.8. we have that t 1 t 2 t 1 D s 2 and s 2 t 3 s 2 D s 0 . Using the permutation model for a group of type D 4 (see Section 7) , it can be shown that there is no reduced decomposition of this element yielding a simple system for the group. By computer we checked that the poset ¹w 2 W j w Ä T cº has 54 elements and is not a lattice. There is a single conjugacy class of quasi-Coxeter elements which are not Coxeter elements in that case. Therefore we can not define a new Garside structure on the Artin-Tits group of type D 4 by replacing the Coxeter element by a quasi-Coxeter element.
Rigidity
Finite Coxeter groups are reflection rigid, that is, if .W; S/ and .W; S 0 / are simple systems for .W; T /, then both systems determine the same diagram (see [9, Theorem 3.10]). We define .W; T / to be irreducible if .W; S/ is irreducible and its type to be the type of .W; S/ for some (equivalently each) simple system S Â T . In most cases, the type is determined by the group itself. There are only two exceptions, namely Remark 2.5. The finite Weyl groups are strongly reflection rigid.
Hurwitz action on reduced decompositions
The braid group on n strands denoted B n is the group with generators 1 ; : : : ; n 1 subject to the relations i j D j i for ji j j > 1;
: : : ; n 2: It acts on the set T n of n-tuples of reflections as i .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / D .t 1 ; : : : ; t i 1 ; t i t i C1 t i ; t i ; t i C2 ; : : : ; t n /; 1 i .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / D .t 1 ; : : : ; t i 1 ; t i C1 ; t i C1 t i t i C1 ; t i C2 ; : : : ; t n /:
We call this action of B n on T n the Hurwitz action and an orbit of this action an Hurwitz orbit.
Lemma 2.6 ([2, Lemma 1.2]). Let W 0 be a reflection subgroup of W and let T 0 D T \ W 0 be the set of reflections in W 0 . For an element w 2 W 0 such that T 0 .w/ D n, the braid group on n strands acts on Red T 0 .w/.
We now give the main result of [2] . Hence in the case where W is finite, Theorem 1.1 generalizes Theorem 2.7.
Remark 2.8. For the case where .W; T / is simply laced and w is a quasi-Coxeter element in W , Voigt observed in his thesis [37] that the Hurwitz action on Red T .w/ is transitive. His definition of a quasi-Coxeter element is slightly different. Letb e the root system associated to W (see Sections 3 and 5 for definitions and notations on root systems and lattices), then Voigt defined w D s˛1 s˛n 2 W to be quasi-Coxeter if span Z .˛1; : : : ;˛n/ is equal to the root lattice ofˆ. The connection with our definition will be explained in Section 5.
Root systems and geometric representation
In this section we fix some notation, and for the convenience of the reader we recall some facts on root systems and the geometric representation of a Coxeter group as can be found for example in [21] or [7] . Let V be a finite-dimensional Euclidean vector space with positive definite symmetric bilinear form . j /. For 0 ¤˛2 V , let s˛W V ! V be the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to˛, that is, the map defined by
Then s˛is an involution and s˛2 O.V /, the orthogonal group of V with respect to . j /.
ˆ\ R˛D ¹˙˛º for all˛2ˆ.
The root system is called crystallographic if in addition (4) hˇ;˛i WD 2.ˇj˛/ .˛j˛/ 2 Z for all˛;ˇ2ˆ. The rank rk.ˆ/ ofˆis the dimension of V . The group WˆD hs˛j˛2ˆi associated to the root systemˆis a Coxeter group. In the case where the root system is crystallographic, Wˆis a (finite) Weyl group. A subsetˆ0 Âˆis called a root subsystem ifˆ0 is a root system in span R .ˆ0/.
Conversely, to any finite Coxeter group one can associate a root system. For an infinite Coxeter system .W; S/, one can still associate a set of vectors (again called a root system) with slightly relaxed conditions (see for instance [21, ). In the following, when dealing with root systems it will always be in the sense of the above definition unless otherwise specified since this paper primarily concerns finite Coxeter groups. When results generalize to arbitrary Coxeter groups, we will mention that we work with the generalized root systems.
Letˆ¤ ¿ be a root system. Thenˆis reducible ifˆDˆ1 P [ˆ2 whereˆ1, 2 are nonempty root systems such that .˛jˇ/ D 0 whenever˛2ˆ1,ˇ2ˆ2. Otherwiseˆis irreducible. For an irreducible crystallographic root systemˆ, the set ¹.˛j˛/ j˛2ˆº has at most two elements (see [21, Section 2.9] ). If this set has only one element, up to rescaling we can assume it to be 2 and callˆsimply laced. It follows from the classification of irreducible root systems that simply laced root systems are crystallographic. Simply laced root systems have types A n (n 1), D n (n 4) or E n (n 2 ¹6; 7; 8º) in the classification. We will sometimes use the notation W X n for the Coxeter group with corresponding root system of type X n for convenience. For more on the topic we refer the reader to [21] .
Equivalent definitions of parabolic subgroups
In this section, we show one direction of Theorem 1.1 with a case-free argument. To this end, we show Proposition 1.4, that is, we show that for finite Coxeter groups, the definition of parabolic subgroups given in Section 2 coincides with the usual one. We also mention that they coincide for a large class of infinite Coxeter groups.
Let .W; S/ be a finite Coxeter system with root systemˆand V WD span R .ˆ/. We say that a subgroup generated by a conjugate of a subset of S is parabolic in the classical sense. It is well known that these are exactly the subgroups of the form
Definition 4.1. Given a subset A Â W , the parabolic closure P A of A is the intersection of all the parabolic subgroups in the classical sense containing A. It is again a parabolic subgroup in the classical sense (see [36, 12.2-12.5] or [33] ).
We denote by Fix.A/ the subspace of vectors in V which are fixed by every element of A. If A D ¹wº, then we simply write Fix.w/ for Fix.A/ D ker.w 1/ and P w for P A . For convenience we also set Mov.w/ WD im.w 1/. Note that V D Fix.w/˚Mov.w/ (see [1, Definition 2.4.6] ). It follows from the above description that P A D C W .Fix.A//.
In this section we give a case-free proof that for finite Coxeter groups, the parabolic subgroups as defined in Section 2.1 coincide with the parabolic subgroups in the classical sense. As a consequence we are able to show one direction of Theorem 1.1. We first recall the following result Proof. We prove the contrapositive of the statement. Let .t 1 ; : : : ; t m / 2 Red T .w/ and assume that W 0 WD ht 1 ; : : : ; t m i is not equal to P w . Since t i Ä T w for each i , we have t i 2 P w for all i D 1; : : : ; m by Lemma 4.2. It follows that W 0¨P w . Since both W 0 and P w are reflection subgroups of W , there exists a reflection t 2 P w with t … W 0 . It follows that Fix.w/ Â Fix.t/, hence also that t Ä T w by Lemma 4.2. In particular, there exists .q 1 ; : : : ; q m / 2 Red T .w/ with q 1 D t . Since the Hurwitz orbit of .t 1 ; : : : ; t m / remains in W 0 and t … W 0 , the Hurwitz action on Red T .w/ can therefore not be transitive. In particular, if S 0 Â T is such that .W; S 0 / is a simple system, then the parabolic subgroups in the classical sense defined by S coincide with those defined by S 0 .
Proof. If P is parabolic, then P D hs 1 ; : : : ; s m i where ¹s 1 ; : : : ; s n º D S 0 Â T is a simple system for W and m Ä n. By [2, Theorem 1.3], the Hurwitz action on Red T .w/ where w D s 1 s 2 s m is transitive. By Proposition 4.3, it follows that P is parabolic in the classical sense.
Conversely, if P is parabolic in the classical sense, then P is generated by a conjugate of a subset of S , and a conjugate of S is again a simple system for W . Hence P is parabolic.
As a corollary we get a proof of one direction of Theorem 1.1: Proof. Let w D t 1 t m 2 Red T .w/. By Proposition 4.3, W 0 WD ht 1 ; : : : ; t m i is parabolic in the classical sense. By Corollary 4.4, it follows that W 0 is parabolic and hence w is a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element.
W is a dihedral group of infinite order, then the non-trivial parabolic subgroups are precisely those subgroups that are generated by a reflection. Therefore parabolic subgroups in the classical sense coincide with parabolic subgroups in this case. As an immediate consequence of a theorem of Franzsen, Howlett and Mühlherr [18] we also get the equivalence of the definitions for a large family of infinite Coxeter groups (including the irreducible affine Coxeter groups):
Proposition 4.6. Let .W; S/ be an infinite irreducible 2-spherical Coxeter system, that is, S is finite, and ss 0 has finite order for every s; s 0 2 S . Then a subgroup of W is parabolic if and only if it is parabolic in the classical sense.
Proof. Under these assumptions, if .W; S 0 / is a Coxeter system (without assuming S 0 T ), it follows from [18, Theorem 1 b)] that there exists w 2 W such that S 0 D wSw 1 , hence any parabolic subgroup is a parabolic subgroup in the classical sense. 
Root lattices
In this section, we study root lattices and their sublattices. The results will be needed for the better understanding of quasi-Coxeter elements in the simply laced types. Parts of this section have been inspired by [37] . For a set of vectorsˆÂ V we set L.ˆ/ WD span Z .ˆ/.
Remark 5.2. Ifˆis a root system, then L.ˆ/ is a lattice, called the root lattice. If is a crystallographic root system, then L.ˆ/ is an integral lattice.
Proposition 5.3. For an even lattice L the setˆ.L/ WD ¹˛2 L j .˛j˛/ D 2º is a simply laced, crystallographic root system in span R .L/.
Proof. The setˆ.L/ is contained in the ball around 0 with radius 2, therefore bounded, thus finite. The rest of the proof is straightforward.
Definition 5.4. Letˆbe a crystallographic root system in V . The weight lattice P .ˆ/ ofˆis defined by P .ˆ/ WD ¹x 2 V j hx;˛i 2 Z for all˛2ˆº. By [7, VI, 1.9] it is again a lattice containing L.ˆ/ and the group P .ˆ/=L.ˆ/ is finite. We call its order the connection index ofˆand denote it by i.ˆ/.
Note that ifˆis simply laced, the weight lattice is equal to the dual root lattice, namely, Again sinceˆis simply laced, we have C D M , which concludes the proof.
We list i.ˆ/ for the irreducible, simply laced root systems. These can be found in [7, Planches I, IV , V, VI, VII].
As a consequence we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.6. Letˆbe an irreducible, simply laced root system. Thenˆis determined by the pair .rk.ˆ/; i.ˆ//.
The following lemma seems to be folklore, but we could not find a proof in the literature, hence we state it here. Notation 5.9. Letˆbe a finite root system and R Âˆa set of roots. We denote by W R the group hs r j r 2 Ri.
Note that this is consistent with the notation introduced in Definition 3.1 in the case where R Dˆ.
Proposition 5.10. Letˆbe a crystallographic root system, letˆ0 Âˆbe a root subsystem, and let R WD ¹ˇ1; : : : ;ˇkº Âˆ0 be a set of roots. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The root subsystemˆ0 is the smallest root subsystem ofˆcontaining R (i.e., the intersection of all root subsystems containing R).
Moreover, if any of the above equivalent conditions is satisfied, then 
which shows the claim. Thus (b) implies (c). Assume (c) and letˆ0 0 be the smallest root subsystem ofˆcontaining R. Then Wˆ0 D W R Â Wˆ00. By the definition ofˆ0 0 we haveˆ0 0 Âˆ0. Ifˆ0 0¨ˆ0 , then Wˆ00¨Wˆ, a contradiction. Henceˆ0 0 Dˆ0, which shows (a).
It remains to show that (c) implies (d). So assume (c) and let t i WD sˇi , 1 Ä i Ä k. Let Tˆ0 be the set of reflections in Wˆ0. By [16, Corollary 3.11 (ii)], we have Tˆ0 D ¹wt i w 1 j 1 Ä i Ä k; w 2 Wˆ0º. In particular, any root inˆ0 has the form w.ˇi / for some w 2 Wˆ0, 1 Ä i Ä k. Since Wˆ0 D ht 1 ; : : : ; t k i, we can write
Sinceˆ0 is crystallographic, it follows that w.ˇi / D t i 1 t i m .ˇi / is an integral linear combination of the rootsˇj , hence thatˆ0 Â L.R/. Since R Âˆ0, we get L.R/ D L.ˆ0/, which proves (d).
Remark 5.11. Notice that condition (d) in Proposition 5.10 is in general not equivalent to conditions (a)-(c). For example, ifˆis of type B 2 , then one can choose two orthogonal roots˛andˇgenerating a proper root subsystem of type A 1 A 1 while one has L.¹˛;ˇº/ D L.ˆ/. Nevertheless, one has the equivalence for simply laced root systems: ). Furthermore, we have 
Reflection subgroups related to prefixes of quasi-Coxeter elements
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2 for simply laced dual Coxeter systems, see Theorem 6.1. Further we show that the reflections in a reduced T -decomposition of an element w 2 W generate a parabolic subgroup whenever w Ä T w 0 for some quasi-Coxeter element w 0 . Last but not least we demonstrate that parabolic quasi-Coxeter elements coincide with parabolic Coxeter elements in types A n , B n and I 2 .m/.
Recall that for w 2 W , we denote by P w the parabolic closure of w (see Definition 4.1) and that P w D C W .Fix.w//. Theorem 6.1. Let .W; T / be a simply laced dual Coxeter system of rank n. If w 2 W is a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element, then the reflections in any reduced T -decomposition of w generate the parabolic subgroup P w . That is, for each .t 1 ; : : : ; t m / 2 Red T .w/ we have P w D ht 1 ; : : : ; t m i.
Proof. By the definition of a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element, there exists an element .t 1 ; : : : ; t m / 2 Red T .w/ such that P WD ht 1 ; : : : ; t m i is a parabolic subgroup. By Lemma 4.2, we have P Â C W .Fix.w// D P w . Since w 2 P , we have by definition of the parabolic closure that P D P w . Let .q 1 ; : : : ; q m / 2 Red T .w/. Then for all 1 Ä i Ä m we have q i Ä T w, which yields that q i is in C W .Fix.w// D P w . Thus W 0 WD hq 1 ; : : : ; q m i is a subgroup of P w . Letˆbe the root system of P w andˇi 2ˆbe such that q i D sˇi , for 1 Ä i Ä m. Then L.ˇ1; : : : ;ˇm/ is a sublattice of L.ˆ/ andˆ0 D L.ˇ1; : : : ;ˇm/ \ˆis the smallest root subsystem ofˆ that containsˇ1; : : : ;ˇm. Therefore Theorem 5.14 yields that i.ˆ0/ D i.ˆ/. This implies L.ˆ/ D L.ˆ0/ by Proposition 5.13. Thus W 0 D P w by Lemma 5.12.
We will show in Corollary 6.11 that the following property of parabolic quasi-Coxeter elements does in fact characterize them. Proof. In type A n , the set of .n C 1/-cycles forms a single conjugacy class. Hence the set of classical Coxeter elements is exactly the set of .n C 1/-cycles (see Remark 2.3 (a)). The assertion follows with Remark 2.3 (b) as for every element w 2 W , we have w Ä T w 0 for at least one .n C 1/-cycle w 0 . Lemma 6.4. Let .W; T / be a dual Coxeter system of type B n . Then every parabolic quasi-Coxeter element w 2 W for .W; T / is a classical parabolic Coxeter element.
Proof. For the proof we use the combinatorial description of W B n as given in [6, Section 8.1] . Therefore let S n;n be the group of permutations of OE n; n D ¹ n; n C 1; : : : ; 1; 1; : : : ; nº and define W D W B n WD ¹w 2 S n;n j w. i / D w.i/ for all i 2 OE n; nº; also known as the hyperoctahedral group. Then .W; S/ is a Coxeter system of type B n with S D ¹.1; 1/; .1; 2/. 1; 2/; : : : ; .n 1; n/. n C 1; n/º: The set of reflections T for this choice of S is given by
We show that every quasi-Coxeter element for .W; T / is a classical Coxeter element. If w is a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element, then by Proposition 6.2, there exists a quasi-Coxeter element w 0 2 W such that w Ä T w 0 . Hence if w 0 is a classical Coxeter element, then w Ä T w 0 implies that w is a classical parabolic Coxeter element.
Let R D ¹r 1 ; : : : ; r n º Â T be such that hRi D W . It suffices to show that r 1 r 2 r n is in fact a classical Coxeter element.
The group W cannot be generated only by reflections of type .i; j /. i; j /, i ¤˙j . Therefore there exists i 2 OEn with .i; i / 2 R. If there exists j 2 OEn, j ¤ i , with .j; j / 2 R, then R cannot generate the whole group W . Since classical Coxeter elements are closed under conjugation, we can conjugate the set R with .1; i/. 1; i/ (if necessary) and assume .1; 1/ 2 R.
Since R generates the whole group W , there does not exist j 2 OEn which is fixed by each r 2 R. Thus for each k 2 OEn; k ¤ 1, we can find i k 2 OE˙n with k ¤˙i k such that .k; i k /. k; i k / 2 R. Therefore R D ¹.1; 1/; .2; i 2 /. 2; i 2 /; : : : ; .n; i n /. n; i n /º:
Note that some i j has to equal˙1, because otherwise .1; 1/ would commute with any element of W . By conjugating R with .j; 2/. j; 2/ respectively .j; 2/. j; 2/ (if necessary) we can assume that i 2 D 1. Hence after rearrangement we can assume that R is of the form R D ¹.1; 1/; .2; 1/. 2; 1/; .3; i 3 /. 3; i 3 /; : : : ; .n; i n /. n; i n /º: Similarly to what we did above, there exists j 3 with i j 2 ¹˙1;˙2º. By conjugating R with .j; 3/. j; 3/ respectively .j; 3/. j; 3/ (if necessary) we can assume that i 3 2 ¹1; 2º. Continuing in this manner we obtain R D ¹.1; 1/; .2; i 2 /. 2; i 2 /; : : : ; .n; i n /. n; i n /º with i j 2 ¹1; : : : ; j 1º for each j 2 ¹2; : : : ; nº. A direct computation shows that c WD r 1 r 2 r n is a 2n-cycle and thus a classical Coxeter element. Indeed, there is a single conjugacy class of 2n-cycles in W . Remark 6.5. Notice that by Remark 2.3 (c), it is already known that classical Coxeter elements and Coxeter elements must coincide in type B n . Moreover, it follows from [12, Lemma 8, Theorem A] that every quasi-Coxeter element is actually a Coxeter element. Hence one can derive Lemma 6.4 from these two observations. However since both of them rely on sophisticated methods, we preferred to give here a direct proof using the combinatorics of the hyperoctahedral group. Remark 6.6. In type A n , we even have that every element w such that`T .w/ D n is a classical Coxeter element (thus quasi-Coxeter), because such an element is necessarily an .n C 1/-cycle. Notice that this fails in type B n . For instance, the product .1; 1/.2; 2/ .n; n/ in W B n has reflection length equal to n, but it is not a quasi-Coxeter element.
The following is well known (see [7, IV, 1.2, Proposition 2]): Proposition 6.7. A group W is a dihedral group if and only if it is generated by two elements s, t of order 2, in which case ¹s; tº is a simple system for W . Note that Coxeter elements and classical Coxeter elements do not coincide in general in dihedral type (see Remark 2.3 (c)). Theorem 1.5. Let w be a quasi-Coxeter element in a finite dual Coxeter system .W; T / of rank n and .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / 2 Red T .w/ such that W D ht 1 ; : : : ; t n i. Then the reflection subgroup W 0 WD ht 1 ; : : : ; t n 1 i is parabolic.
Proof. The reduction to the case where W is irreducible is immediate. The proof is uniform for the simply laced types and case-by-case for the non-simply laced types.
Dihedral type. The claim is obvious in that case.
Simply laced types. Letˆbe a root system for .W; T / with ambient vector space V . Let P W 0 be the parabolic closure of W 0 . For 1 Ä i Ä n, letˇi 2ˆbe a root corresponding to t i and letˆ0 be the smallest root subsystem ofˆcontaining R WD ¹ˇ1; : : : ;ˇn 1 º so that W R D Wˆ0 D W 0 (see Proposition 5.10). Let ‰ Âb e the root subsystem ofˆassociated to P W 0 . By [12, Lemma 3] the set R [ ¹ˇnº is a basis of V .
Let U be the ambient vector space for ‰. As the linear independent set R is a subset of ‰, the dimension of U is at least n 1. Since P W 0 is the parabolic closure of t 1 t n 1 it has to be the centralizer of a line in V and therefore dim U D n 1. It follows that U D span R .ˇ1; : : : ;ˇn 1 /.
By Proposition 5.10 we have that L.ˆ0/ D L.¹ˇ1; : : : ;ˇn 1 º/ and L.ˆ/ D L.¹ˇ1; : : : ;ˇnº/:
Since V D U˚Rˇn, we have that L.ˆ/ \ U D L.¹ˇ1; : : : ;ˇn 1 º/ D L.ˆ0/. As L.‰/ Â U , it follows that L.‰/ Â L.ˆ0/. But sinceˆ0 Â ‰, we get that L.ˆ0/ Â L.‰/ and therefore L.ˆ0/ D L.‰/. Thus W 0 D P W 0 by Lemma 5.12.
Type B n . By Lemma 6.4 the element w is a classical Coxeter element. It follows that wt n is a classical parabolic Coxeter element, hence a parabolic Coxeter element (see Remark 2.3 (c) ). It follows that W 0 is parabolic. Table 6 ], the group W F 4 cannot be generated by just adding one reflection to one of its non-parabolic rank 3 reflection subgroups.
Types H 3 and H 4 . We refer to [15, Tables 8 and 9] , where the reflection subgroups of W H 3 and W H 4 and their parabolic closures are determined.
(i) Each rank 2 reflection subgroup of the group W H 3 is already parabolic.
(ii) The only rank 3 reflection subgroup of W H 4 that is not parabolic has type
Taking a set of three reflections generating such a reflection subgroup, we checked using [38] that this set cannot be completed to obtain a generating set for W H 4 by adding a single reflection. Remark 6.9. Theorem 1.5 is not true in general. It can even fail if w is a Coxeter element, as the following example borrowed from [20, Example 5.7] shows: Let W D hs; t; ui be of affine type e A 2 , and let w D stu. Then we have s.tut/ Ä T c, but W 0 D hs; tuti is an infinite dihedral group, hence it is not a parabolic subgroup in the classical sense since proper parabolic subgroups of W are finite. We mentioned in Section 4 that for affine Coxeter groups parabolic subgroups in the classical sense also coincide with parabolic subgroups as defined in Section 2.1.
Corollary 6.10. Let .W; T / be a finite dual Coxeter system of rank n and let W 0 be a reflection subgroup of rank n 1. Then W 0 is a parabolic subgroup if and only if there exists t 2 T such that hW 0 ; ti D W .
Proof. The necessary condition is clear by the definition of parabolic subgroup. The sufficient condition is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.5.
We also derive a characterization of parabolic quasi-Coxeter elements analogous to that of parabolic Coxeter elements (see Remark 2.3 (b) ). Proof. The forward direction is given by Proposition 6.2. Now let w Ä T w 0 where w 0 2 W is a quasi-Coxeter element. Using Theorem 1.5 inductively we get that w is a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element in W . Remark 6.12. Corollary 6.11 does not hold for infinite Coxeter groups as it fails for the Coxeter element given in Remark 6.9.
7 Intersection of maximal parabolic subgroups in type D n The aim of this section is to show the following result which will be needed in the next section in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 7.1. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system of type D n (n 6). Then the intersection of two maximal parabolic subgroups is non-trivial. This was checked using [38] .
For the rest of this section we work with the combinatorial realization of W as a subgroup (which we denote by W D n ) of the hyperoctahedral group W B n (see Section 6) . To this end, set s 0 D .1; 2/. 1; 2/; s i D .i; i C 1/. i; .i C 1// for i 2 OEn 1:
Then ¹s 0 ; s 1 ; : : : ; s n 1 º is a simple system for a Coxeter group W D n of type D n . The set of reflections is given by T D ¹.i; j /. i; j / j i; j 2 OE n; n; i ¤˙j º. Notice that W is a subgroup of the group W B n of type B n ; indeed, the above generators are clearly contained in W B n . Given A OE n; n, write Stab.A/ for the subgroup of W D n of elements preserving the set A. Notice that since W D n Â W B n , we have Stab.A/ D Stab. A/. The maximal standard parabolic subgroups of W D n are then described as follows (see [6, Proposition 8.2.4] Proof of Proposition 7.1. It is enough to show that W I \ wW J w 1 ¤ ¹idº for two subsets I; J Â S with jI j D jJ j D n 1 and w 2 W . We therefore assume that W I \ wW J w 1 D ¹idº for some I; J Â S with jI j D jJ j D n 1 and w 2 W and show that this implies that n Ä 5. Consider the intersections A I \ w.A J / and A I \ . w.A J //. If one of these intersections contains at least two elements, say k and l, then .k; l/. k; l/ 2 W I \ wW J w 1 since
Therefore we can assume that jA I \ w.A J /j Ä 1 and jA I \ w.A J /j Ä 1. Now if jA I j 4, then jA I \ w.A J / 0 j 2, and since A I \ . A I / D ¿, it follows that there exist k;`2 A I \ w.A J / 0 with k ¤˙`, and we then have that .k;`/. k; `/ 2 W I \ wW J w 1 :
Hence we can furthermore assume that jA I j < 4. It follows that jA 0 I j 2n 6. But arguing similarly we can also assume that jA 0 I \ w.A J / 0 j < 4, hence we have jA 0 I \ w.A J / 0 j Ä 2 since it has to be even and jA 0 I \ w.A J /j Ä 1. It follows that jA 0 I j Ä 4. Together with the inequality above we get 2n 6 Ä jA 0 I j Ä 4, hence n Ä 5. The aim of this section is to prove the sufficient condition for the transitive Hurwitz action as stated in Theorem 1.1. The proof is a case-by-case analysis.
Let .W; T / be a finite dual Coxeter system and let w 2 W . For two elements .t 1 ; : : : ; t m /; .r 1 ; : : : ; r m / 2 Red T .w/ we write .t 1 ; : : : ; t m / .r 1 ; : : : ; r m / if both factorizations lie in the same Hurwitz orbit. Furthermore, note that if w is a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element in .W; T /, then each conjugate of w is also a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element in .W; T /. Since the Hurwitz operation commutes with conjugation, we can restrict ourselves to check transitivity for one representative of each conjugacy class of parabolic quasi-Coxeter elements of W . The proof of the following is easy: 
The simply laced types
We now treat the parabolic quasi-Coxeter elements in an irreducible, finite, simply laced dual Coxeter system .W; T / of rank n. As we already dealt with the type A n , it remains to consider the types D n , n 4 and E 6 ; E 7 ; E 8 .
We only need to show the assertion for quasi-Coxeter elements. Indeed, let w be a parabolic quasi-Coxeter element in .W; T / and let .t 1 ; : : : ; t m / 2 Red T .w/. Then W 0 D ht 1 ; : : : ; t m i is by Theorem 6.1 a parabolic subgroup of .W; T /, in fact W 0 D P w .
Therefore, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that all the reflections in any reduced factorization of w are in W 0 . The latter group is a direct product of irreducible Coxeter groups of simply laced type. If we know that the Hurwitz action is transitive on Red T . Q w/ for all the quasi-Coxeter elements Q w in the irreducible Coxeter groups of simply laced type, then the Hurwitz action on Red T .w/ is transitive as well by Lemma 8.1.
The strategy to prove the theorem is as follows: we first show by induction on the rank n (with n 4) that the Hurwitz action is transitive on the set of reduced decompositions of quasi-Coxeter elements of type D n ; for this we will need to use the result for parabolic subgroups, but since they are (products) of groups of type A with groups of type D of smaller rank, the result holds for groups of type A by Section 8.1 and they hold for groups of type D k , k < n by induction.
Using the fact that it holds for type D n , n 4, we then prove the result for the groups E 6 , E 7 and E 8 . Similarly as for type D n , parabolic subgroups of type E are of type A, D or E. It was previously shown to hold for types A and D and holds for type E by induction.
We then prove by computer that the result holds for the remaining exceptional groups.
Let w be a quasi-Coxeter element and let .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / 2 Red T .w/.
Type D n
For types D 4 and D 5 the assertion is checked directly using [38] . Therefore assume n 6. Let .r 1 ; : : : ; r n / 2 Red T .w/ be a second reduced factorization of w. By Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 1.5 the groups ht 1 ; : : : ; t n 1 i and hr 1 ; : : : ; r n 1 i are maximal parabolic subgroups and since`T .wt n / D n 1 D`T .wr n /, it follows that C W .V w t n / D P wt n D ht 1 ; : : : ; t n 1 i, C W .V wr n / D P wr n D hr 1 ; : : : ; r n 1 i. By Proposition 7.1 there exists a reflection t in their intersection. It follows by Lemma 4.2 that t Ä T wt n ; wr n . Hence there exists t 0 2 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; r 0 2 ; : : : ; r 0 n 1 2 T such that .t; t 0 2 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 / 2 Red T .wt n / and .t; r 0 2 ; : : : ; r 0 n 1 / 2 Red T .wr n /. In particular, we get .t 0 2 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; t n /; .r 0 2 ; : : : ; r 0 n 1 ; r n / 2 Red T .tw/: By Theorem 1.5 the element tw is quasi-Coxeter in the parabolic subgroup P tw D ht 0 2 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; t n i: It follows from Lemma 4.2 that the reflections r 0 2 ; : : : ; r 0 n 1 ; r n are in P tw since r 0 i Ä T tw for each i . As P tw is a direct product of irreducible Coxeter groups of type A and D of smaller rank, we have by induction together with Lemma 8.1 that .t 0 2 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; t n / .r 0 2 ; : : : ; r 0 n 1 ; r n /; as well as .t; t 0 2 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 / .t 1 ; : : : ; t n 1 / and .t; r 0 2 ; : : : ; r 0 n 1 / .r 1 ; : : : ; r n 1 /: This implies .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / .t; t 0 2 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; t n / .t; r 0 2 ; : : : ; r 0 n 1 ; r n / .r 1 ; : : : ; r n / 2 Red T .w/; which concludes the proof.
Types E 6 ; E 7 and E 8
First we calculated representatives of the conjugacy classes of quasi-Coxeter elements using [38] , see also Remark 8.3 (b) below. Then given a quasi-Coxeter element w we checked, again using [38] , that there is a reduced factorization .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / of w such that for every reflection t in T there exists an element .t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; t/ 2 Red T .w/ with .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / .t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; t/. Let .r 1 ; : : : ; r n / 2 Red T .w/. By our computations in GAP there exists an element .t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; r n / 2 Red T .w/ with .t 1 ; : : : ; t n / .t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 ; r n /. Then wr n D t 0 1 t 0 n 1 D r 1 r n 1 are reduced factorizations. Further, wr n is a quasi-Coxeter element in .W 0 ; T 0 / where W 0 WD ht 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 n 1 i and T 0 WD T \ W 0 . By Theorem 1.5 we have that W 0 is a equal to the parabolic closure P t 0 For these cases we again calculated representatives of the conjugacy classes of quasi-Coxeter elements using [38] and then we checked Theorem 1.1 directly for each representative using [38] .
Remark 8.3. (a) The computer programs that we used can be found at www.math. uni-bielefeld.de/~baumeist/Dual-Coxeter/dual-Coxeter.html.
(b) For the convenience of the reader we briefly describe Carter's classification of the conjugacy classes in finite Weyl groups by means of so-called admissible diagrams [12] . Due to [12, Lemma 8, Theorem A], we obtain the following description of conjugacy classes of quasi-Coxeter elements (in the notation of [12] ):
For the infinite families the conjugacy classes correspond to the admissible diagrams A n ; B n ; D n ; D n .a 1 /; D n .a 2 /; : : : ; D n .a b 1
For the exceptional types the conjugacy classes correspond to the admissible diagrams E 6 ; E 6 .a 1 /; E 6 .a 2 /; E 7 ; E 7 .a 1 /; : : : ; E 7 .a 4 /; E 8 ; E 8 .a 1 /; : : : ; E 8 .a 8 /; F 4 ; F 4 .a 1 /; G 2 :
For the remaining non-crystallographic types we found by computer:
For the type H 3 respectively H 4 there are three respectively eleven conjugacy classes of quasi-Coxeter elements.
Note that there might be more than one admissible diagram for the same conjugacy class (e.g., the class E 7 .a 2 / might also be parametrized by the diagram E 7 .b 2 /). For .W; T / irreducible and crystallographic, the conjugacy classes of quasi-Coxeter elements are precisely described by the connected admissible diagrams with number of nodes equal to the rank of .W; T /. In [13] such a class is called semi-Coxeter class.
